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Summary
More than 15 years in IT, from system administrator through developer, team
leader, project manager, system architect, CTO to Technical Director /
Delivery Manager. Over 20 completed or ongoing projects. Experience in
opening new development offices from scratch, both production and
outsourcing, in different countries. Managing procurements, establishing
administrative processes, selecting and managing human resources, onsite
visits to clients, successful negotiations and delivering projects.
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Experience

Edvantis Poland / Technical Director, Delivery Manager
OCTOBER 2017 - NOW, WROCŁAW,POLAND

* creating the outsourcing development office from scratch (department
of the main company)
* managing procurements
* working on brand-related questions
* talent search, onboarding new team members, interviewing them
* performing administrative functions
* managing different development teams
* working with clients, participating in inter-companies workshops,
resolving issues, working on projects roadmaps, working with formal
documentation

Edvantis Inc. / Delivery Manager

SEPTEMBER 2016 - JANUARY 2018, LVIV,UKRAINE

* working with clients, participating in inter-companies workshops,
resolving issues, working on projects roadmaps, working with formal
documentation
* managing different development teams

Lazard Export LP / CTO

MARCH 2015 - MARCH 2016, KYIV,UKRAINE

* Creating an IT Development company infrastructure from scratch.
* Managing and supervising the development and administrative
processes.
* Managing procurements.

* Selecting and implementing different solutions (both hardware and
software) for company infrastructure.
* Selecting and managing human resources.
* Participation in projects documentation creation.
Roles:
* CTO
* Architect
* PM
* TL
* HR
* Analyst

LigaBusinessInform / Head of IT Department
NOVEMBER 2012 - MARCH 2015, KYIV,UKRAINE

Main activities and responsibilities:
- System design based on customer requirements;
- Definition of the application architecture or its evolution;
- Selection of technologies for each level of the system;
- Selection of methods of interaction between the components of the
system;
- Selection of frameworks and CMS;
- Analysis and fix performance problems;
- Review of code and design;
- Refactoring code;
- Writing and support coding standards;
- Coordination of architecture throughout the subsequent life cycle;
- Training and consulting programmers;
- Drawing up a project plan;
- Coordination of the timing;
- Risk analysis;
- Participation in the selection and approval of the project team;
- Staff recruitment and training;
- Splitting the product into components and the distribution of the
executors;
- Determining the resources required and the working environment,
their distribution within the command;
- Production workflow in the team (development, testing, working with
requirements);
- Prioritizing tasks;
- Organization of work teams around the required tasks;
- Tracking the status of the project, the implementation of tasks;

- Tracking the priorities of tasks;
- Monitoring the load and progress on the tasks of each developer;
- Date tracking tasks;
- Motivation of the team;
- The creation of a transparent medium of communication between all
stakeholders;
- Tracking of contentment of the project by team;
- Resolving various conflicts within the team and in conjunction
customer-team;
- Communication with the customer, the management of its
expectations;
- Providing the customer reporting on the implementation of the tasks
and the project as a whole;
- Presentation to the customer ready-made solutions, demos,
prototypes;

LigaBusinessInform / Lead Developer

MARCH 2011 - NOVEMBER 2012, KYIV,UKRAINE

Main activities and responsibilities:
Developing LIGA.net portal parts (http://ratings.liga.net/duel/,
http://smi.liga.net etc.)
Developing project Calendarium (http://calendarium.ua/)
Used languages and technologies:
PHP, MySQL, JQuery, Bitrix framework

freelance/ Python/PHP developer
2004 - MARCH 2011, KYIV,UKRAINE

developing different projects

KP Media / PHP developer

JANUARY 2011 - FEBRUARY 2011, KYIV,UKRAINE

Developing different parts of portal BigMir

Digital Ventures / Senior PHP developer
JUNE 2010 - DECEMBER 2010, KYIV,UKRAINE

Main activities and responsibilities:
Creating and supporting frontend and backend parts of horizontal portal
tochka.net (finance passage, fun).
Used technologies and languages:
PHP5, Codeigniter, Zend, MySQL, Jquery, ExtJS, Smarty etc.

Insollo Entertainment/ Python developer
MAY 2009 - JUNE 2010, KYIV,UKRAINE

Main activities and responsibilities:

Developing and supporting the server part of online game project
(Apocalypse 2056), developing the frontend and backend of additional
sites, integrating them with the game server.
Used technologies and languages:
Python, Django, Nevow, MySQL, HScript.

Softheme / Python/PHP developer

AUGUST 2008 - MAY 2009, KYIV,UKRAINE

Main activities and responsibilities:
Developing backend and frontend parts of financial project Horizon
(stats, phone calls registers etc.)
Used technologies and languages:
Python, Django, PHP5, Ext JS, MySQL

Threel / PHP developer/SA

OCTOBER 2007 - AUGUST 2008, KYIV,UKRAINE

Main activities and responsibilities:
Creating and supporting a bookkeeping inner system for coworkers,
integrating it with 1C.

MKP Topaz / PHP developer/1C developer

SEPTEMBER 2006 - SEPTEMBER 2007, KYIV,UKRAINE

Main activities and responsibilities:
Creating different websites and web portals, developing custom 1c 7.7
bookkeeping systems.
Used technologies: PHP, MySQL, 1c

FTN Monitor / PHP developer

MAY 2006 - SEPTEMBER 2006, KYIV,UKRAINE

Main activities and responsibilities:
Development of portal FTN Monitor.
Used technologies: PHP5, Mysql, JS.
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Projects

Edvantis and Edvantis Poland Projects
● US and Australia-based eCommerce project
The software solution is a direct competitor of eCommerce platform
Magento (however not sharing the codebase), with the larger scale. The aim
was to create a team of developers, QAs and other IT-related positions in
order to deliver the updated to the project core, perform support of the
existing system and update it to the newer set of technologies.

●

Berlin-based healthcare project

The software solution creates a simple analysis "at the push of a button",
while simultaneously supervising the data, and encoding feature and creating
the best prerequisites for active management support.
For budget analysis and planning services, this software solution is designed
to be compatible with the structures of the current compound remuneration
system (e.g. MDC, DRG), the organized structure of hospitals, and the
medical services. After importing the case data, they are then grouped into
the desired ID GROUPER G-DRG versions and can be simultaneously
checked for their validity through the appropriate application.
The goal was to to add or update several software modules for this software
solution, which was successfully delivered.
●

US-based oil and gas related customer

The team which customer requested was aimed to create a big amount of
proof-of-concept projects for their customers, integrated into their platform
(oil and gas reports analysis), which was successfully performed
●

Cologne-based media-analyse project

The recreation of an existing media monitoring system for gathering data
within the new vision. The main goal of a project is to select, prioritize and
analyze the news flow of over 200 million sources – all day, every day,
around the world.
●

Denmark SW development company for automotive
market

The goal was to perform maintenance of legacy CRM, implement new
features and fix issues with the system.

Lazard Export LP Infrastructure
Lazard Export LP Projects
● LE Service
Zend-based system, multilingual (with PO/MO
translations). Consists of two catalogues (individuals and
companies), messaging system, partnership system
(something like bookmarking one another), user
management system (with profiles) and set of service
pages.
● LE Shop
Set of OpenCart-based systems, united to one platform.
● LE Fund
Crowdfunding system, consists of three main parts - CF
banking, CF inventors and CF charity. Also encompasses
an auction system for selling participations in projects.
● GEO
OpenStreetMaps server, acting as a proxy for inner
database (local copy of OSM)
● CDN
Symfony SonataMediaBundle-based system, holding all
media for projects
LigaBusinessInform projects
● Liga.net
Bitrix-based systems, used as a mass-media highload

●

●

website. Consists of several Bitrix projects, connected one
with another via special API.
3Doma.ua
Originally Bitrix-based system, that consists of three bitrix
projects, connected with one another on a file basis. The
project was moved to Symfony platform shortly before
closing.
lbi.com
Bitrix-bases project, company landing website.

KP Media projects
● Bigmir.net
Participating in creation of a new inner PHP framework
system.
Digital Ventures projects
● Tochka.net
Creating and developing the parts of Codeigniter-based
with Zend parts project (Finance Passage, FUN etc.)
Insollo projects
● 2056.ru
A python-based backend project, fully custom, with a
flash-based frontend, connected via HScript.
Softheme projects
● Horizon
Python-bases custom project, written using Django
framework
● TellAllMyFriends
Symfony-based social network.
Threel projects
● Corporate controlling system
Custom system for controlling work of employees
MKP Topaz projects
● 1c 7.7 accounting configurations
● Corporate website
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Education

FTN Monitor projects
● FTN Monitor website
Chernihiv State Technological University
SEPTEMBER 2016 - SEPTEMBER 2018, CHERNIHIV, UKRAINE
Management

Kyiv National Taras Shevchenko University
SEPTEMBER 2004 - SEPTEMBER 2006, KYIV, UKRAINE
Radiophysics engineer
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Certifications

Bitrix Developer / 1C Bitrix Academy
AUGUST 2011 - PRESENT

Licence: A002/10-BX-BF-02-01-9.1-0024

FCE / Cambridge English Language Assessment
FEBRUARY 2015 - PRESENT

Licence: 0048413604

Initiating and Planning Projects / Coursera Verified Certificates
AUGUST 2011 - PRESENT,

Licence: 4ABV5W4CFNA4

Budgeting and Scheduling Projects / Coursera Verified
Certificates
AUGUST 2015 - PRESENT

Licence: MEQ2CJMD43N5

Managing Project Risks and Changes / Coursera Verified
Certificates
AUGUST 2015 - PRESENT,

Licence: 4TS7EYM3QM7U

Introduction to Project Management Principles and Practices
Specialization / Coursera Verified Certificates
SEPTEMBER 2015 - PRESENT

Licence: 3DHPHJMH675S

Project Management Capstone / Coursera Verified Certificates
SEPTEMBER 2015 - PRESENT

Licence: YNZMBYUB39BG

